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About This Content

Churchward authorised the first toplight build in 1905, from 1907 they were built in large numbers. These two sets (57ft and
70ft) represent the earlier toplights with full panelling in the 1922 livery. The 57ft stock was used all over the GW system, while

the 70ft stock (built to the extremes of the loading gauge) were used on services mainly starting from Paddington.

The GWR Churchward Panelled Toplights Pack 01 for TS Marketplace includes the following coach types:

Dia C31 Full Third

Dia D47 Brake Third (Left Hand)

Dia D47 Brake Third (Right Hand)

Dia E88 Composite (Left Hand)

Dia E88 Composite (Right Hand)

Dia E95 Brake Composite

Dia F20 Composite Slip
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For $15? Yeah. Got it yesterday, already unlocked SSGSS Vegeta and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665u is close behind. Other DLC
is pay only, bu not needed.

Game is crazy deep for fighters, thousand plus people [playing at any time, but just button mashing will still get you a 30% win
rate against the mildly competitives.

Not for epileptics.. Buy this package just for "Capcom Pro Tour 2017" and "Capcom Cup 2017" titles.. Nice graphics, scary
monsters, it procedurally generates the levels, so everytime its different.

Id love to know if enemies are unlimited, as in if they respawn over and over, or if there are a limited # per level... but it seems
like they just respawn after a while.

The damn cockroaches made me squirm because i wasnt expecting them.

Overall good and worth it.. Pretty boring game. More suited for phones.. somewhat cool game for about 10 minutes. the lack of
updates and content to the game have made it to bland, it seams this game has been abandoned by the devs. R.I.P. Mediocre
tower defense. Graphics are nice, gameplay and upgrade path are acceptable. I'm bored to death after 30 minutes and ready to
go play a better game.
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I'll reiterate what I've said in the discussion forum of this game and say, "it's linear...AND I LOVE IT!!!"

In this day in age of gaming, it's all about the open world sandboxes and 100+ hours you can plug into a game. And while I do
not hate sandbox games, and there's a lot of them that I DO like, there are also a bunch of them that have TOO MUCH to do in
terms of fluffy sidequests leaving the main quests and story very very thin.

What I love about A Plague Tale: Innocence is that it is really really focused. The story moves along at about the right pace it
needs to all the while finding casual ways for you to practice the fundamental stealth and slinging mechanics as soon as you start
the game. It wastes no time in showing you the ropes and getting the story started.

Speaking of the story, it is incredibly well written and just comes to show how much potential video games have for compelling
storytelling. You play as Amicia a 15 year old French princess who is orphaned when The Inquisition comes to her castle
seeking to kidnap her little brother Hugo. Your objective is to protect your little brother, who you haven't seen for most of his
life, from all the would be kidnappers--all the while trying to survive the plague of rats swarming all over France.

I've had legit feels throughout this game and I think I'm only halfway through it, if not almost. The sibling relationship unfolds
in a very natural way. You get moments where Hugo wants to be a normal kid, but he can't be because not only does he have a
mysterious illness that has kept him locked up and isolated in his castle, but also because The Inquisition want to take him for a
reason I've yet to discover.

This leads to a lot of conflict between Amicia and Hugo where she needs to protect him at all costs, even if it means robbing
him of any happiness and comfort because you're almost always on the run from danger. This takes its toll on him as he is just a
little innocent boy thrust into all this violence and bloodshed, as well as for Amicia who has never taken in a life before. Now
she's forced to choose whether or not she wants to be a murderer all for the sake of Hugo's and her own survival.

Now I can go on forever about the story, but I'm sure you wanna hear about the gameplay. Well, let's just say that at least for
me, it's enough gameplay to make me feel involved in the experience. It's a lot of diversion based stealth with OPTIONAL
murder, and the interesting thing about the murdering is that you can hear a change in Amicia's voice over time the more you
kill. It takes a toll on her conscience and that makes the experience feel grounded in reality. She's not your typical
bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and blood thirsty hero, she's a regular young girl forced to make tough decisions.

Don't expect too much bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665stealth takedowns akin to Assassin's Creed or Batman games, but
at least to me I still think it's pretty bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to sling rocks at dude's heads as well as KO them with
a sleeping elixir.

The puzzles are also well done, they rival the puzzles found in Tomb Raider games, though not as elaborate, they can be equally
satisfying to solve. Some of them require you commanding secondary characters to do different things and that's a neat way to
use them as opposed to having them stand by the sidelines watching the main hero carry the team. This game makes you feel
like you are actually as helpless as a 15 year old girl would be and would require some additional help while also having her own
level of competence for survival to grow.

Definitely recommend if you want a short and concise experience, and also definitely worth the price in my opinion. This isn't a
game you play only once and forget about it. To me this is a story I would like to experience at least one or two more times later
down the line like good movies and TV series I've rewatched over the years because there's a lot of details you might miss the
first time.

Full price or sale, this is definitely worth your money if you're looking for a gaming experience that has a definite ending and
has the linearity of the good old games of yesteryear, mixed in with modern realistic graphics and compelling writing.. A
reimagined VR creation based on the classic Duck Hunt game, but with better graphics, weather effects, more animals to shoot
and more ammo than you can shake a stick at!

Liking the addition of the global leaderboard. Changing from day to night with the weather effects really adds to the atmosphere
and mood of the game. Can tell a lot of effort has been put into making the rainforest location look realistic. Seeing red eyes
coming at you in the dark is proper creepy, that was very unexpected, so a thumbs up from me on the little details like that.
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The price being halved seems a lot more realistic now, the original price point was too high.

Cons:
Picking up ammo is buggy, having boxes behind boxes is just awkward. 2 Guns seem pointless with having to put 1 down to
reload.
Not having sights you can see in the dark kind of ruined the night time part for me. Would have made it much further if I could
actually aim the gun in the dark. Unloading full clips on a wolf and not hitting a single shot, even when it's only a few meters
away from me was a tad frustrating.
Inability to recentre yourself so you can stand where you like in your playspace without clipping into the big rock where all the
ammo sits.

Wishlist:
Standing in 1 location starts to get old quite quickly. Moving into different locations within the scene would help keep the
interest along with more variety from where the animals come from.
Different weapons would be nice, as using that 1 pistol becomes boring quite quickly.
Maybe the ducks could also try and attack you. A few angry ducks in attack mode would mix things up a bit.
Snakes slithering through the grass would be quite unnerving, especially being able to hear them but also being hard to spot.
Locations - Imagine sitting in a boat, slowly drifting towards the waterfall, having to shoot ducks flying over head, with
crocodiles slowly sneaking up to the boat which if you don't spot them jump up the side to eat you. Maybe you could have a
rifle in the boat which you could change to for some long distance shooting or a shotgun for those close encounters.

I'll stop waffling now. Here's my playthrough if you want to see what's what:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2QadXZpDGqU. iffy on my vote. it is a $5 game. get this on sale. it does become a little
easy once you get a feel after a few runs. classes are just starting with different items, nothing too crazy. trading safety for item
(relic) rarity is nice. game DOES NOT SAVE IF YOU EXIT. i repeat GAME DOES NOT SAVE. so i do have some idle hours
in this game. graphics are alright. controls are ok, the swipe-wand-deflect-projectiles move activates a little late, takes some
getting used to. items are generally well balanced. spiders suuuuuck. overall 7\/10 good in-between game when the major titles
feel a little burnt out.

there is one glitch in later levels, if you get hit with a miniboss's clusterbomb, you might be expelled from room boundaries.
there is a fix; you need to walk (yes out of bounds) to the exit from the room, where you'd expect the collision detection is.. to
bad they cant make a puzzle pirates2 or even a dlc type pack either one will put new life back in this great title. It certainly has
shortcomings. The first is that matters like NWO treachery should be taken seriously. The second, that it's so strongly attuned to
co-op that you pretty much HAVE to play co-op. The third, no real settings whatever. Keybindings and resolution, that's it; no
game setting, doesn't look like much in the way of character selection either. The fourth, difficulty is all over the place.
Ostensibly, it's really hard -until you figure out ways to exploit it, of course. I'll clue you in on one: see difficulty down below.

===[\u263a Audience:]===
\u2610 Children
\u2611 Gamers
\u2611 Everyone
\u2611 Casuals
\u2610 Professionals
\u2610 Heretics
\u2611 Crusaders

===[\u263c Graphics:]===
\u2610 Make your eyes bleed
\u2610 Sad
\u2610 Unremarkable
\u2611 Pretty
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2610 Indistinguishable from real life
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===[$ Price\/value:]===
\u2610 Utterly worthless even on discount
\u2610 90% off only
\u2610 Buy on sale
\u2610 A question of taste
\u2610 Okay choice
\u2611 A sound investment
\u2610 Well worth the weight

===[\u00a7 Requirements:]===
\u2610 Having eyes
\u2611 Corroded toaster
\u2610 Antique or better
\u2610 Competence
\u2610 Powerhouse
\u2610 NASA computer
\u2610 Multivac

===[\u2020 Difficulty:]===
\u2611 Just leave it running
\u2610 EZPZ \ud83c\udf4b\u270a
\u2610 Easy as \ud83e\udd67
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Stay frosty
\u2610 A true challenge
\u2610 S-c-h-m-u-c-k Bait (seriously, it's not worth it)

===[\u231b Game\/run length]===
\u2610 One shot (0-2 hours)
\u2611 Short (2-8 hours)
\u2610 Casual (8-12 hours)
\u2610 Dedicated (12-18 hours)
\u2610 Weary journey (18+ hours)
\u2611 Arcade (determined by you)
\u2610 A sound investment in your future

===[\ud83d\udd27 Game mechanics]===
\u2610 Liquid chaos
\u2610 RNG-based
\u2611 Poorly designed
\u2610 Straightforward
\u2610 Nuanced
\u2610 Brilliant
\u2610 Genius

===[\u01b1 Story] ===
\u2610 You'll have to make one up
\u2610 Blink and you'll miss any there might be
\u2610 Cheap fanfic
\u2610 Normal
\u2611 Exciting
\u2610 Memorable
\u2610 Epic

===[\u266c Music] ===
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\u2610 Will give you cerebral haemorrhage
\u2610 Just turn it off
\u2611 Tolerable
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Most excellent
\u2610 IT'S A MASTERPIECE
\u2610 Deus Vult

===[\u2623 Bugs]===
\u2610 CALL PEST CONTROL! NOW!
\u2610 Check your systems for invasion
\u2610 Crawling
\u2611 Unpolished
\u2610 Like clockwork
\u2610 Clean enough to eat on
\u2610 Clean enough for surgery

=== [\u2720 Considerations]===
\u2610 Mod friendly
\u2611 Singleplayer
\u2610 Multiplayer
\u2611 Local co-op
\u2610 Contains heresy
\u2611 Contains crusading\/inquisiting
\u2611 Imperial Approval. There are loads and loads of Angry Birds clones out there, flapping about in the wild. Piggy Princess
is one of the better ones. Perfectly servicable entry to the chuck-a-random-animal-at-a-goal-of-somesort genre. The sound
effects and music are annoying and there's an irritating zoom in when placing items, but apart from that it's a decent game. It's
unlikely to blow your mind, but it's a fun little way to spend the odd five minutes or so.
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